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Abstract

Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) can be modelled as time-varying graphs as their topology and traffic demands change.
Optimizing routing in MANETs by proactively adapting the routes is a challenge, even with a fixed topology and user demand.
Omniscient Dijkstra Routing (ODRb) is one of the best known approaches, which computes alternative paths but has limitations
to mitigate congestions. In this paper, we investigate Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) for routing optimization in MANETs.
Our contribution is inspired by the centralized GNN-based Data Driven Routing (GDDR) framework developed by Hope [1].
GDDR was developed for optical fibre networks to support time varying user demands. After failing to obtain good results
using the GDDR approach on the tactical Anglova MANET scenario, we adapted GDDR to minimize the maximum number of
traversals. Our GNN-t proposal is able to find alternative longer paths mitigating congestion on central nodes. Considering a
challenging static topology, the first second of the 24-node Anglova scenario: GNN-t achieves a Completion Ratio of CR=99%
for a traffic of acked-messages averaging 1msg/s/node and CR=77% when the traffic is doubled (2msg/s/node). For the
challenging first 300s of Anglova CP1, similar performance is reported for ODRb and GNN-t: CR=81% without fading and
CR=54% with fading.
© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0)
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the International Conference on Military Com-
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1. Introduction

Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) are well known type of networks for tactical and emergency scenarios.
A MANET consists of a self-reorganizing and an infrastructure-less network. Routing remains a challenge in
MANETs. A Popular routing protocols is the Optimized Link State Routing (OLSRd2) version 2 (RFC 7181)
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Fig. 1: The Anglova CP1 Scenario.

Fig. 2: Illustration of simple topologies with a) and c) showing the ap-
propriate actions to be learned. The case b) shows inappropriate actions
which should be penalized since node 2 will be congested.

protocol. One implementation: OLSRd2 [2, 3] is exploited in real scenarios [4] and is used here as a benchmark.
Changes in the topology is challenging for routing algorithms. In tactical conditions, the link quality can drop
abruptly leading to disastrous Quality of Experience (QoE). An efficient routing should trade-off between the
link quality, the stability of the routes, and the congestion due to traffic. Poor performance in dynamic topology
scenarios such as the realistic Anglova company 1 (CP1) scenario Figure 1 were reported in [5] using the well-
known routing protocol OLSRd2 and compared to a so-called Omniscient Routing (ODRb) protocol [5]. Routes
of OLSRd2 can be improved by reducing the Topology Control interval to avoid conserving routes with poor
link quality [6]. Longer routes to avoid congestion can be implemented by changing the so-called LINKSPEED
in OLSRd2. Changing the LINKSPEED or directly the routing tables to improve the performance remains a
challenge.

Several Machine Learning (ML) solutions were proposed to predict the best routes and, possibly, reduce
congestions, e.g., [7, 8, 9, 1]. In [7, 10, 6], three approaches using Q-learning were proposed to detect and try
to avoid congested nodes. The underlying routing protocol, OLSR, was kept to benefit from the remarkable
features including network discovery and dissemination of the information. Q-learning based solutions have
known difficulties in learning a policy for high dimensional state and action spaces [11]. The Q-learning algorithm
needs to visit many possible state-action in order to converge. Deep Neural Network (DNN) with approximation
functions can mitigate such limitations [12].

New techniques have emerged in Reinforcement Learning (RL) to train a model from a graph: Graph Neural
Network (GNN) algorithms are designed to solve problems formulated as a graph. In [13], the authors provided
a new building block for Deep Learning (DL) and published a library called “graph nets” which is available on
GitHub from the deepmind repository [14]. GNNs were explored for improving the routing: on Optical Transport
Network (OTN) using Software Defined Networks (SDNs) in [8], for real-time optimization in SDNs in [9] and
for autonomous vehicles using simulated robots in [15]. An end-to-end delay estimator has been proposed in
[16] based on a GNN model to reduce the time required for a simulator to compute the delay metric. Recently,
solutions using GNNs for 5G networks have been proposed, e.g., [17] and [18].

This contribution presents, GNN-t, a proposed solution for MANET derived from the GNN framework de-
signed by Hope [1] for demand based routing in optical fiber-SDN. The objective of the GNN-t is to find an
optimal routing policy reducing the potential for congestion by minimizing the number of traversals, oblivious to
the traffic demand. GNN-t adapts the weight of the links according to the topology. Quantitative comparisons are
analysed for 3 routing algorithms, GNN-t model, ODRb [5] and OLSRd2. The GNN-t model is trained off-line us-
ing a simulated environment to predict the edge weights leading to routes expected to minimize congestion. These
routes are imposed on the MANET topology reproduced by using the open-source real time emulation platform
EMANE. The realistic Anglova CP1 scenario, Figure 1, consists of 24 nodes in hilly and forested area moving
from North to South in unison and is used to assess the performance of the proposed method. Performance are
quantified using mainly the Completion Ratio (CR) for an acknowledged-message service, as in [5, 6].

The next section, Section 2, presents a brief discussion of publications on reinforcement learning for routing
protocols. In Section 3, a model derived from [1], called GNN-t, is proposed as an attempt to compute optimal
routing for MANETs. The experimentation and the performance of the GNN-t are described in Section 4. Finally,
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Fig. 3: Architecture of the OLSRd2 routing protocol to match the
classical Reinforcement Learning architecture but without the
unused reward.

Fig. 4: Routes for the solver in [1], ODRb and GNN-t in AnglovaTs1.

Section 5 concludes that GNN-t is capable of minimizing and finding alternative paths for routing optimization
problems but appears to be limited as long as traffic is not taken into account.

2. State of the Art

In MANET, routing decision should mitigate the effect of packet loss due to links with a poor quality or due
to congestion. To simulate a realistic environment, radio links can be characterized by a Probability Of good
Reception (POR) as in EMANE [19] or, equivalently since POR=1-PER, the more conventional Packet Error
Rate (PER). The packet reception depends on the transceiver characteristics, including the packet size, and on the
environment via the radio channel between the Tx and Rx, e.g., [20, 21].

Traffic congestion will lead to packet delay and, possibly, loss and occurs when a node cannot transmit all the
packets queued on the node. The congestion problems and routing solutions can be visualized in Figure 2: Panel
a) shows the expected optimal routes with possible weights in the simplest possible topology. In Figure 2 b), an
additional node (node 6) is inserted on the path 1 − 5 − (6) − 4. The traffic 1 → 4 (in yellow) congests the node
2 when wrong decisions about the weights are made. The congestion is due to the traffic 3 → 4 (in purple) going
through the node 2. In Figure 2 c), a correct estimation of the weights of the route 1 − 6 − 5 − 4, allows the traffic
1→ 4 to avoid node 2.

OLSR discovers the network using Hello and Topology Control messages and use Multi-Point Relays (MPRs)
to exchange routing information. The Figure 3 shows an overview of the OLSRd2 architecture (RFC 7181). The
OLSRd2 daemon [22] runs on each node to observe the link states, i.e., Link Quality on each link, and compute a
Directional Air Time (DAT) metric per link. The DAT metrics are used to compute the routing table of the node.
OLSR performs poorly in the realistic Anglova CP1 scenario [5]. The complexity of the Anglova scenario with a
highly dynamic environment is challenging for the routing protocol OLSR.

Finding an optimal routing configuration that maximizes the link utilization in communicating networks can
be solved using linear programming when fractional flows are allowed: the problem is called fractional multicom-
modity flow problem [23]. The integer multicommodity flow problem is NP-hard as presented in [24] and [25].
Heuristic and ML based solutions can be considered to find faster and close to optimal routing configuration for
fractional or integer flows [26].

A Reinforcement Learning solution called OLSR-Q was proposed in [7] to keep the benefits of the routing
protocol OLSR but modifies the link states using a Q-learning algorithm with the queues on each node as reward.
In [7] first and later in [10, 6], Q-learning algorithm was considered to detect alternative paths and to reduce the
congestion. The OLSR-Q architecture is similar to the OLSRd2 architecture shown in Figure 3. OLSRd2 does
not benefit from the queues to detect congestion. Instead, The OLSR-Q uses the queues on each node to compute
a local reward per node and set a Q-value for each link. The Q-value sets an artificial LINKSPEED which then
depends on the local congestion. Instead, OLSR-Q agent runs on each node and updates the Directional Air
Time DATi j (action) according to the computed LINKSPEED. The process is repeated at each time interval of
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5 seconds. OLSR-Q variants presented in [10, 6] perform as expected, with oscillations, in a canonical 9-node
2-ring topology but did not preform well on the Anglova CP1 scenario (CR=83% < OLSRd2 = 88%). Future
rewards, to be approximated by the OLSR-Q agent, proved to be more complex than expected.

Function approximators such as Neural Networks should be able to learn a good policy without visiting all
possible state-action. Due to the natural graph representation of MANETs, Graph Neural Network (GNN) tech-
niques have been investigated. Recently, Graph Neural Network (GNN) techniques have been applied to Software
Defined Networks (SDNs) to improve the routing protocol. Here, three papers are discussed.

In [27], three different environments are considered to assess the performance of a generic graph convolutional
based algorithm called DGN. One environment is a routing problem where the packets have to be routed in what
the authors claimed to be a Software Defined Network (SDN). The network is generated randomly at the start and
all nodes have exactly 3 connections to other nodes. The model is trained and exploited on the same topology.
The links have limited capacity based on a maximal link bit rate. Once a packet leaves a link, the load of the
link decreases by the size of the packet nb. The packet size nb ∈]0, 1] is randomly generated. The propagation
time on the cable between nodes depends on the length in meters of the link. A longer link will delay the packet
by a number of time steps t. Consequently, the environment proposed in [27] is not realistic and does not apply
to wireless communication. Despite the author’s Gitlab repository [28] which greatly helped to understand their
work, we have not been able to use the generic DGN for MANET.

In [8], a Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL)+GNN model is used to predict the best route to allocate the
demand in an Optical Transport Network (OTN) environment. The environment generates a demand defined by a
source node, a destination node and a bandwidth at any step. The topologies used to assess the performance are
NSFNet (14 nodes) and GEANT2 (24 nodes). Note that the agent is trained on different networks with smaller
number of nodes than the testing networks. The environment has the following constraints when an allocation is
performed: when a route is allocated, the routes cannot be removed or replaced. The agent receives a positive
reward each time an allocation is performed successfully. If the allocation of the resource cannot be accepted by
the environment, the agent gets a negative reward and the episode ends. The implementation of the model in [8]
is the following: the observations used by the model are the link available capacity in bps, the link betweenness
and an action vector. The link betweenness in graph theory is the number of paths that pass through the node. The
betweenness is a measure of the centrality of the node in the network. Note that we will use the term: traversal.
The action vector is a one-hot representation of the demand. k = 4 actions are evaluated by the agent and it
predicts a numerical value for the Q-Value Q(s, a). Four different routes which have the same number of hops are
evaluated by the agents. The objective of the agent is to predict among k = 4 paths the best route which leads to
maximize the allocation of future demands. The results in [8] show that the model outperforms the state of the art
DRL agent, the load balancing (LB) algorithm and a theoretical fluid model. The model in [8] has two limitations.
First, no more than four routes can be evaluated at each step. In the Anglova scenario, the number of possible
paths is often larger than four. Second, the model allocates the demand but does not free up the routes that are no
longer used by the communicating pairs. The complexity to adapt the DRL+GNN agent to our MANET problem
leads us to consider the recent work by Hope and Yoneki [1].

A solution called GNN-based Data Driven Routing (GDDR) for optimal routing in SDN was proposed in [1]
and uses a RL scheme. The framework consists of a simulated environment with topology scenarios from the
topology-zoo dataset [29]. The demands are provided by the totem dataset [30]. The RL algorithm, an actor-critic
based on Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [31] and available from the stable-baselines library [32] is used in
the framework. The proposed solution, a policy model based on GNN that is capable of minimizing the maximum
link over-utilization of the network in multicommodity flow problem. Appropriate weights of links are predicted
by the agent to route the demand. The agent is tested on graphs unseen during training and graphs with larger
number of nodes with good performance. The GNN model is compared to a MLP implementation originally
proposed in [33]. The GNN model outperforms the MLP model and has a better generalization capability. An
interesting feature of the GDDR solution is the use of Linear Programming solver to compute the reward. The basic
idea of the GDDR approach is to train off-line a GNN using CPU intensive optimal solutions and then exploit the
GNN in real time environments. As explained in more details in the next section, the GDDR Linear Programming
solver resulted in poor routing decision for MANETs. However, the GDDR model [1], even without the LP Solver,
is of major interest as the GNN is trained to predicts, similarly to OLSR-Q, weights leading to optimal routing.
The next section introduces in more details our proposed GNN-t based on the GDDR model [1].
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Fig. 5: The proposed GNN-t model based on [1].

Fig. 6: Probability Of good Reception (POR) versus SNR.

3. GNN for MANETs

Papers presented in Section 2 consider SDNs to improve the performance of the routing protocol. MANETs
and SDNs are relatively distinct types of networks and features three major differences. (1) in SDN, optical cables
usually connect interfaces of a router with the rest of the network, in MANET radios are used, (2) in SDN, since a
router connects another unique router with cables (two cables for bidirectional communications), the access of the
medium is simple. In MANETs the communication relies on Medium Access Controller (MAC) typically Carrier
Sense Multiple Access (CSMA), slot-based access such Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) or OFDMA.
TDMA is consider here to allocate and guarantee a time slot to access the medium for tactical applications. (3)
Increasing the number of interfaces on a router will usually increase the throughput, i.e. multicommodity flows in
[34, 1]. In MANET, radio communications broadcast the signal: all neighbours should listen and the neighbours of
the intended receiver should not interfere. The MANET throughput is reduced by the nodes routing the packets.
To our knowledge, no work has been published on GNN to improve the quality of Service (QoS) in realistic
MANETs.

The GDDR frameworks [1] is not well suited for MANETs. For example, GDDR does not limit the number of
hops to the destination. In the Anglova CP1 scenario, a route between node 2 to node 8 has 9 hops as shown in red
in Figure 4 when using the GDDR-based solution [1]. Only 3 hops are needed when using the ODRb algorithm
[5]. An experiments was conducted on MANET using the solver for SDN. We tried to used binary flows instead
of fractional flow to impose a single route. A fraction of flow is associated on each edge, the path with the largest
fraction of flow was considered in the initial tests on MANETs. The binary flow showed poor performance in
MANET: a CR of 37% compare to 99% for ODRb. In similar conditions, CR is 88% for the routing algorithm
OLSRd2. The flow should be forced on a single path using additional constraints.

The proposed model GNN-traversal (GNN-t) presented in Figure 5 was designed for MANETs. The RL
algorithm used with GNN-t is PPO [35]. GNN-t implements the original Message Passing GNN (MPGNN) in [1]
with small changes to the policy network. The observation of the agent is the graph and the number of traversals
NT . NT were reported in [5] to be an important metric for routing protocols. The number of traversals NTi ∈ NT
is the sum of the number of times node i routes (except for source node s and target node t) in all paths P. More
formally, a path pst = {vk(i), ..., vk(|pst |)} from source s to target t has a sequence of routing nodes vi|i ∈ (1, ...,N).
k(i) is the index of i-th node on path pst, as defined in [16]. The number of traversals on node i is computed as
NTi =

∑P
pst

(vi).
The GNN-t agent predicts weights wi j between [0, 1] for the edges of the MANET graph. The Dijkstra al-

gorithm is used to compute all shortest paths. Then, the number of traversals NT is derived for each node. The
reward is computed using Equation 1 and forces the agent to minimize NT in order to obtain large rewards. The
optimal NTopt is estimated to be equal to max(NT ) computed by using the ODRb routing scheme. For example,
ODRb has 90 maximum traversals on node 16 for the AnglovaTs1 scenario shown in Figure 7. Since ODRb might
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not provide the optimal routing, the reward is set to be negative for a number of traversals larger than NTopt and
positive when less traversals are achieved by GNN-t. To compute a set of unique route, a small variation ε = 1e−8
is randomly applied to the weights.

r = 1 −
NTagent

NTopt
(1)

The summary of the parameters of the GNN-t model are listed below:

• Observations: Binary connectivity graph (or adjacency matrix) and number of traversals NTi per node
• Action: list of weight wi j for the connected links
• Reward: the reward is presented in Equation 1
• Number of steps: 100000 steps which lasts 30min on a 2.5GHz machine
• GNN-type: Message Passing GNN (MPGNN) with 3 layers of 64 neurons, the tanh activation function and

a shared value function are used
• Number of iteration of message passing: 2 iterations
• RL-algorithm: PPO [35]

4. Results

Results have been obtained by training the GNN-t agent using a simulation tool specially developed as de-
scribed above.

The OLSRd2, ODRb and the trained GNN-t agents are used on the Anglova CP1 scenario [36]. Our so-called
TAKE user messages generator has been used [37, 38, 6]. The TAKE generator is sending UDP short messages
(<300B) and expect an acknowledgment within 20s. The user traffic is considered all to all with 1 message/s/node.
The message completion ratio (CR) is chosen as a simplified QoE metric.

Results are obtained using the open-source EMANE framework. Details of our implementation of the EMANE
platform are provided in the open repository [39] and published in [38, 6]. The real time emulation platform
EMANE relies on packets based transmission. For each packet, a binary ”drop - no drop” decision is made based
on the packet size, the computed SINR and on a POR-SINR look-up table. The POR-SINR look-up table must
be provided for a default packet size (0 to avoid the conventional packet size correction) and a given bit rate,
typically to account for a particular modulation and coding scheme. It is well known [21, 40], that the POR-
SINR (or SNR) curves depends also on the radio environment, i.e., on the propagation channel and speed of the
vehicles. Numerical experiments using MATLAB, although not shown here, were confirmed with measurements
using Silvius STREAMCASTER 4200 radios. Measurements using iperf3-UDP are used to approximate a realistic
POR-SINR curve as shown in Figure 6. The real radios to be emulated are different from the Silvius radios and
the POR-SINR curve were shifted to fit the no fading case. The non-fading case has been presented in [38].
The POR-SINR curve under fading is called here the AnglovaB curve due to the similarity of the POR-SINR
curve with the IEEE802.11 TGn model B channel results. More details are claimed to be out of the scope of this
contribution focusing on the GNN approach. Preliminary real time emulation results with and without fading lead
to the somewhat expected degradations in lines with the simulations by Sterner and Uppman [21].

The GNN-t model was designed to minimize the number of traversals: Figure 7 shows the number of traversals
per node. GNN-t minimizes the max(NT ) to 84 traversals compared to ODRb: 90 traversals and OLSRd2: 95
traversals. The node 13 has similar number of traversals: 84 for the two omniscient approaches: ODRb and GNN-t
and 85 for OLSRd2. The node 13 connects 2 nodes: 14 and 15 to all other nodes of the network. As node 13 must
route all traffic to and from nodes 14 and 15 from and to all other 21 nodes: 2 directions x 2 nodes x 21 pairs = 84
traversals are to be expected and cannot be decreased. The total number of traversals for GNN-t: 599 is larger than
ODRb: 582 because GNN-t seeks to reduce the max(NT ) by searching for longer routes with less traversed nodes.
OLSRd2 has an even smaller total number of traversals: 435 because routes with less hops but less reliable links:
with POR <= 100%, might be chosen. The less-hop and less-reliable routes of OLSRd2 explains well the lower
completion ratio CR=88%; lower than the CR=99% using ODRb or GNN-t. ODRb has 90 traversals because only
links with POR = 100% are considered. Consequently, the GNN-t approach is claimed to be a promising scheme
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Fig. 7: The number of traversals per nodes resulting from ODRb
(blue), OSLRd2 (red), and the proposed GNN-t (orange).

Fig. 8: Reward of the GNN-t agent for the first 9000 steps (3min CPU).
The red dot at step 7000 shows the best model leading to a maxNT=84
(Reward = 1-84/90 = 0.07).

Table 1: User traffic [bps/node]/ Round Tip Time (RTT) [s] / Completion Ratio (CR) [%] are presented for OLSR, ODRb and the GNN model
on AnglovaTs1 (first second of the Anglova CP1) scenario.

Routing Algorithm User traffic Number of Jain’s Fairness RTT [s] CR [%] CR [%]
[bps/node - traversal (No Fading) (With Fading)
msg/s/node]

OLSRd2 3.6k - 1 435 0.27 0.6 88 59
7.2k - 2 440 0.26 5 75 39

ODRb 3.6k - 1 582 0.4 0.8 99 36
121dB 7.2k - 2 582 0.4 5 79 36
GNN-t 3.6k - 1 599 0.37 0.8 99 35

7.2k - 2 599 0.37 6 77 35

to find optimal solution. Future work should focus on devising more interesting rewards including, for example,
traffic demand and slot allocations.

The reward is shown in Figure 8 for the GNN-t model during the first 9000 training steps; 3 min on a 2.5GHz
machine. The GNN-t appears to be slow to explore and learn good solutions. Future work will attempt to discretize
the weights, i.e., the actions to reduce the action space and to find a better set of nodes, and possibly edges, features.
The chosen reward should also be changed since minimizing the maximum number of traversals cannot be reduced
under 84 for the particular AnglovaTs1 scenario. Other metrics, such as fairness, might be used to define a better
reward.

The Table 1 summarizes the comparison of the performance between GNN-t, ODRb and OLSRd2. The
Completion Ratio (CR) of OLSRd2 is 88% because the routing protocol routes the packet through links with POR
<= 100%. The improvement of the GNN-t is smaller at larger user traffic: 2msg/s/node (CR=77%) compared
to ODRb (CR=79%). Longer routes decrease the performance of GNN-t at 2msg/s/node. The Jain’s fairness
index [41] is also computed for all three routing protocols. A value of 1 means the best possible fairness, and the
smallest value is 1/24=0.04, for 24 nodes.

The effect of fading leads to a very poor CR=36% or 35% instead of CR=99%, without fading, for the two
omniscient schemes ODRb and GNN-t. OLSRd2 appears more robust: CR=59% with fading instead of CR=88%
without fading. Future work will focus on more robust routing to mitigate the effects of fading. The use of binary
connectivity matrix to derive optimal routes will be reviewed.
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Figure 9 shows the maximal number of traversals for ODRb and GNN-t during the most challenging portion,
the first 300s, of the Anglova scenario. The scenario has disconnected networks, as shown in Figure 9, leading to
few traversals and connected clusters. Reducing the maximal number of traversals in cluster network is difficult
since two nodes act as gateway between groups. For the first few seconds, GNN-t discovers better routes leading
to less traversals. ODRb is close to optimal making the GNN-t model struggle to minimize further the number of
traversals. Figure 10 shows the total number of traversals. GNN-t has on average a larger total number of traversals
compare to ODRb: alternative paths found by GNN-t have more hops than the shortest path, as expected.

Figure 11 shows the adjacency matrices of binary graphs and weight graphs for the first two seconds of the
Anglova scenario. The binary graphs is computed from the pathloss of the topology with a pathloss limit of 121dB
for POR of 100% in the no fading case. Between the first two seconds of the scenario, only 2 bidirectional link
are lost (1-3) and (9-18): green dot, and another links is created (5-18): red dot in top right panel of Figure 11.
The GNN-t weights for the first two seconds are shown in Figure 11 and the difference of the weights between the
1st and 2nd second are presented in the last plot. The difference in weights is unexpectedly high and demonstrate
the need to fine-tune GNN-t training parameters.

The performances of the routing algorithms are assessed on the Anglova scenario and presented in the Figure
12. The first 300s of Anglova is the most challenging part of the scenario with disconnections. OLSRd2 has poor
performance with fading (CR=45%).

ODR121dB decreases the CR=94% without fading to CR=73% with fading. The 121dB threshold for ODR121dB
must be changed to account for fading. The minimum SINR required with fading for 90% POR is 40dB (ODR115dB)
instead of 34dB (ODR121dB) for the non-fading case. The CR of ODR115dB increases from 73% (ODR121dB)
to 83%. The improvement of ODR115dB demonstrates the efficiency of reducing the pathloss threshold from
121dB to 115dB for the fading case.

ODRb121dB and GNN-t have both similar performance with and without fading on the challenging section
of Anglova because the binary adjacency matrix is based on the same 121dB pathloss threshold. The adjacency
matrix should be adapted as in ODR115dB to be robust to fading. The ODR results shows that the GNN-t might
have to take into account the pathloss matrix instead the binary adjacency matrix.

Fig. 9: The maximal number of traversals is presented for ODRb
and GNN-t.

Fig. 10: The total number of traversals is presented for ODRb and
GNN-t.

5. Conclusion

In this contribution, a proposed solution for improving the performance of the routing protocol in MANETs
with a Graph Neural Network model was proposed based on the GNN-based Data Driven Routing (GDDR) ap-
proach [1] developed for fixed optical network. A modified version: GNN-t has been implemented to minimize
the number of traversals in MANETs. In the AnglovaTs1 scenario: GNN-t learns how to reduce the maximum
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Fig. 11: The binary i to j dis(grey)-connection(blue) matrices (top left
and middle matrices) and the ”fraction of hop” weight matrices are pre-
sented for the 1st and 2nd second of the Anglova CP1 scenario.

Fig. 12: The completion ratio (CR)-vs-time (dots) and the 10s-moving
average completion ratio (red) of the 3 routing algorithms OSLRd2,
ODRb(121dB and 115dB) and GNN-t are presented for Anglova.

number of traversals (84 traversals on node 13) compared to our best known algorithm: ODRb (leading to 90
traversals on 16). GNN-t finds alternative routes to avoid central nodes with longer routes. The agent performs
similarly to ODRb with a completion ratio CR=99% and 77% (99% and 79% for ODRb) at 1msg/s/node and
2msg/s/node, respectively. Reducing the number of max(NTraversals), from 90 (ODRb) to 84 (GNN-t) does not
bring significant benefit on the maximum bit rate before congestion. Reducing the number of traversals does not
bring significant benefit to all performance metric: number of traversals, Jain’s fairness, RTT and CR. However,
GNN-t successfully achieved the goal of reducing the number of traversals, therefore, we claimed that GNN-t
remains a promising approach subject to devising more interesting observations, actions and rewards

Improving ODRb or GNN-t without the knowledge of the traffic appears difficult. Future improvements on
the GNN-t algorithm will consider instantaneous or average user traffic. Predicting precisely the user traffic for
tactical and emergency applications is a complicated task. The size of the queues could be used as feedback to the
agent and/or the users could be requested to announce their traffic demand. Other improvements should focus on
scheduling the radio resources to best use the traffic demand, the routing decisions or to compensate non-optimal
routing.
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